
RAPID VESSEL IDENTIFICATION  
USE CASE

BUSINESS PROBLEM

In the ever changing political landscape of our world, homeland 

security has become a commonplace term in the global vocabulary. 

Nations are placing the utmost importance on establishing security 

efforts to protect themselves against terrorist activity. The reality 

is that threats and illegal activity continue to pose a problem for 

national governments as they work to

ensure the safety of their borders. The problem is escalated when 

moved to the sea as creating an accurate intelligence picture for 

maritime security is hindered by a number of obstacles such as lack of 

resources, inefficient surveillance techniques, and vast areas of oceans 

remaining unmonitored often with vessels proactively avoiding 

detection. The defence community requires an accurate picture of the 

maritime domain in order to safely monitor their waters for impending 

threats. Fusing Satellite AIS with radar and digital imagery can assist 

enormously in these efforts.
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HOW SATELLITE  

AIS CAN HELP?

• Provides real-time data 
eliminating the need to 
wait for interpolation or 
forecasting

• Improves accuracy of vessel 
identification as the AIS 
message information & 
attributes get associated with 
the closest S-AIS message 
and the radar detected ship 
(MMSI, IMO, Time Stamp, 
SOG, Name). This allows the 
immediate candidates to be 
narrowed down

• Able to create a picture 
of ships without their AIS 
activated as all vessels are 
initially detected by Radar 
and S-AIS can then be 
used to verify active AIS 
transmission. All vessels 
detected by Radar and not 
S-AIS, pose suspicion that 
the AIS system may be 
intentionally turned off

• Improves vessel validation by 
measuring the radar image 
with AIS message acquired 
vessel length/width info 
allowing for validation on  
size matching

Digital imagery 

combined with 

Satellite AIS 

enables the rapid 

identification and 

verification of global 

vessel positions

Imagery provided by 

Digital Globe
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APPLICATION FEATURE: 
WHY exactAIS®?

• exactAIS has exceptional first pass detection results seeing all 

ships to give the fullest picture of what is in the Radar Area at 

the time of the pass

• exactAIS data can be used to analyze the history of vessels 

within a radar image, providing the complete historical track 

of the ships detected leading up to date of imagery. Analysis 

of port stops and speed patterns can therefore be justified or 

questioned

• exactAIS data can be used for accurate forecasting based on 

last known speed for future prediction of vessel location to 

allow for:

• Immediate identification of suspicious vessels

• Identification and validation of vessels detected by Radar

• exactAIS data can be used to help authorities save time and 

money by identifying suspicious vessels faster exactAIS can 

help authorities identify specific culprits of oil spills

SUMMARY

exactAIS can help authorities secure their homeland when 

outside forces may pose threats and attacks via ships. This 

better enables authorities to protect their waters against 

illegal activity as they can more readily identify and respond to 

suspicious vessels.

This image shows how 
integrating AIS message data 
& Third Party Vessel data is 
able to verify the credibility of 
this AIS and Radar detected 
ship. Here the measurement 
shows to be about 166 m in 
length, matching both the 
AIS message and the Third 
Party information about 
the transmitted ship. If the 
measured length of this ship 
was substantially larger or 
smaller, this would then be an 
immediate target for further 
investigation.
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